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                                                       ABOUT THE AERO AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 

                                                Meetings:  First and Third Wednesdays at 7:30 pm at Coffman’s Diner 

                                                                        (Middle River and Orem’s Rd.)

                                                Nets:   See Local Area Net Schedule

                                                Repeaters:  W3PGA (147.24 MHz - / 449.575 MHz -)

                                                                   W3JEH (223.84 MHz -)              

                             

                                                  LOCAL AREA NETS

       Day Time Frequency (MHz) NET NAME

      

      Daily              9 – 10 am               147.33         ORIOLE Net  

        Daily  6 pm                      3.820          Maryland Emergency Phone Net

        Daily            6:30 – 7 pm           146.670             Baltimore Traffic Net

        Daily             7 pm and 10 pm      3.643             Maryland/DC/Delaware Traffic Net

        2nd Tues         7:30 pm              146.670              Baltimore County RACES Net 

        2nd Wed.        8 pm                 28.445            AERO ARC Net

        4th Wed         8 pm                    147.240              AERO ARC Net

        5th Wed.        8 pm                    449.575              AERO ARC Net

      When Activated by NOAA        146.67                 SKYWARN    

                                                            

                                     



                           

                                    AERO NET REPORT

28.445 MHz: WB3FMT(NCS) AC3P WA3TAD KA3SNY KB3QAX W3VRD

449.575 MHz: WB3FMT(NCS) W3JEH AC3P KA3VAE KC3ANJ

Dark Side of the Moon Net:

223.84 MHz: WB3FMT(NCS) W3JEH AC3P N3VJB

                                 Station Activities

AC3P and AC3F are no longer QRO.  Congrats to KB3QAX on going QRO. W3VRD is experimenting with 
raspberry pi technology. WA3TAD was sighted at Coffman's.  WB3FMT has declared a no-fly zone in his living 
room. Welcome new member Jerry N3VJB. W3JEH solved his dip meter problem. 

                                                        Another Dark Moon
Just as in January, March is hosting two New Moons. Once again the club will celebrate with a Dark Side of the 
Moon Net. This month the net will convene on 50.24 MHz. at 8 p.m. Sunday, March 30th.

                                                       

                     Aero Club Website Changes 
Al, K3ROJ, reports that support for the www.aeroars.us website is suspended.

The company hosting the Website has raised its monthy fee to $185. Al has been paying for the service our of his 
own pocket but this increase is too expensive to continue.

The webpage is still accessible but is no longer being supported or updated.  All links to the site from the ARRL, 
QRZ.COM  and Mt. Essex Observatory have been disabled. 

Meanwhile Frank, AC3P, has set up a bare-bones webpage at:

    http://home.comcast.net/~frank-stone/Aero%20ARC/aero.htm  

until a permanent site can be found.

                  

                                                      

http://home.comcast.net/~frank-stone/Aero%20ARC/aero.htm


       

                                VE Corner by Pat AC3F

The VE Team of AC3F, AC3P and AB3QK held an exam session at White Marsh.  While three exaninees were 
expected, a total of six appeared for testing.

Congratulations to six new amateurs: Techs; Brent Hardesty KC3CAG, Patrick Plourde KC3CAF, Briane Caine 
KC3CAE, Phillip Heller KC3CAD, Kevin Murphy KC3CAC, and Lucas Wiede KC3CAB.   

                                     Greater Baltimore Hamboree

The Greater Baltimore Hamboree and Computerfest will be held at the Timonium Fairgrounds on Saturday April 5, 
from 9 a.m. To 4 p.m. 

For more information see their website at http://www.gbhc.org.

                       Battle of North Point Special Event 

Plans are underway for a special event station commemorating the 200th anniversary of the Battle of North Point.

Frank, AC3P has secured the 1X1 call, N3P, for use during the event. N3P will be on the air  September 13, 14, and 
15. Frank is looking for volunteers to operate from home during the event. Operators would operate at their 
convenience  on bands within their license class.  To volunteer, drop Frank an email at ac3p@juno.com. 

      

mailto:ac3p@juno.com
http://www.gbhc.org/


                                                                  Cable Interuptus! By Joe Miko WB3FMT

It started out as a normal Sunday afternoon trying to wrestle the TV remote from the grand-kids.   They 
were watching Disney HD on my new cable box.  On Tuesday the 14th I switched from Comcast to 
Verizon for TV, Internet and phone service.  I was still getting use to trying to find local and other 
favorite TV channels.   After getting the remote and sending two grandsons downstairs I proceeded to 
dial in channel 513 which is WJZ TV local channel 13.  I tried to press 513 on the remote, nothing, 
nothing on the TV screen, except Disney HD, tried again the light flashed on the remote, nothing on the 
TV.  Tried several times and even got out of the chair and walked to the cable box, nothing.

Now I am using a Motorola model QIP 7232-2 cable box which is also a 500 GB DVR and its 
compliment hand-held controller Motorola P265v3 RC which was standard equipment and less than a 
week old.  It’s time to do some local troubleshooting before calling Verizon Tech Support.  Just a note 
volume control for the TV works.  Took the living room remote to the computer room (The Cave). It 
magically worked' Didn’t turn on the TV, but it was a different make and model.  Took the remote from 
the Cave and went to the living room.  NO JOY.  Went to the basement. It worked.

At this point, 30  minutes with a stuck TV, I decided to swap out the Cable/DVR box in the living room 
with the smaller non-DVR box Motorola model QIP 7100-2,   from the Cave.  After waiting for the 
cable box to reboot for several minutes, I tried the same procedures.  As before, the remotes would not 
work on the box in the living room but worked in other rooms.  I give up and call for help.  It’s now 
1:15 pm and I call for help.  I dial the 888 number and get the message “All of our techs are busy, 
please wait on the line for the next available support technician ”.  As a helpful hint, less you forget, 
this message is repeated at least 4 times a minute.  There is however a brief interlude of music between 
the announcements . This selection must have been music rejected by the Weather Channel.  This went 
on for a good 45 minutes. To those with bad memories, write down why you called, less ye forget.

Finally a non-recorded person! We went through the standard what if and try that. Again No Joy.  After 
a good 20 minutes, the tech gave up and said he would send out a new Cable box and we should have it 
by sometime on Tuesday.   Meanwhile the XYL sitting in the same room, heard Tuesday and this was 
not acceptable. Taking the phone she informed the tech that this was a new installation, replacing 
Comcast, and we could go back!  He said he would check and put on some more mood music. Coming 
back within ten minutes, he said a tech could respond sometime Monday.  The wife was not impressed 
and asked to speak to his managers, who just happen to leave for a meeting. She left word to have the 
manager call her when he returns and ended the call.    

I now know I will be without a TV in my living room for one to two days depending on, what happens.  

Now thinking about the problem, the cable layout in the house is not unique. Cable comes from the 
telephone pole to a block on my outside wall and is connected to some splitters and telephone box.  The 
splitters basically send the signal to all three floors. You can take out a floor at the splitter. Other than 
the box in the living room being a DVR there’s no difference between the boxes or remotes. Why am I 



having a problem in the living room, everywhere else is fine?

Did I mention that when the cable people reset a box you use the remote to enter commands based on 
prompts?  Oh yeah, since the remote doesn’t work, I can respond to the prompts to get out of a setup 
screen. 

  I am tired and hungry and figure go the kitchen for lunch, when I see a RED light on an end table in 
the living room.  This red light is on a controller to a remote toy helicopter, the kind you fly indoors.  
What’s the problem? The grandsons get a few of them each year Between crashes and the dog, they last 
at best a few months. But why?  I turn off the controller and EURIKA! The cable box and remotes 
work.  But Why? They have had a few choppers before and no problems.

I looked at the controller the first thing I noticed is that it does not operate on 27 or 49 MHz. It operates 
on infrared. The controller is a three channel unit (A,B,C) that can be used to fly multiple choppers.  
With another unit you could have a dog fight with two choppers.  Who would have thought??? This 
was my first encounter with remote IR Toys.  I didn’t know it could cause a cable/ TV problem.  I now 
have solved the flight problem in the living room by posting NO FLY Zone signs.

Meanwhile in Verizon land, the tech’s manager did return my wife call and stated that they could sent a 
service tech out later today on Sunday. At that point I took the phone and said thanks, but no thanks, the 
problem has been found and grounded, err, corrected.

Tango - X

  Verizon Cable/DVR Box 



                                                          From T-MARC

THERE IS NO FEBRUARY MEMBERSHIP MEETING

January 2014

Applications in Process:

Southern Patuxent ARC : Received request to change location for UHF link hub

repeater from Sunderland, Md. to Prince Frederick, Md. Sent Notice of

Proposed Coordination to neighboring coordination groups. Sent revised

coordination.

***Note: Dec. 2013 monthly report incorrectly had this to Calvert ARC***

 

AE4ML : Received application for move of 224.9000- from Spotsylvania to

                Madison, Va. Sent Notice of Proposed Coordination to neighboring

                coordination groups. Sent Construction Coordination for move of 224.9000

 

AE4ML : Received request for control frequency for 442.5750+.

Sent revised coordination to include control freq.

 

King George Amateur Radio Operators : Received application for minor ERP

increase on 448.4750-. Sent revised coordination.

 

N3MIR : Received updated minor technical parameter changes for 224.6000-.

                Sent revised coordination.



 

K3WS : Received Certificate of Operational Status for 447.6750- in Wash., D.C

                Sent Final Coordination.

 

Bull Rn Mtn. ARA : Received application for 6 meter repeater in Haymarket, Va.

                Sent Notice of Proposed Coordination to neighboring coordination groups.

                Sent coordination for 53.4900-.

 

KB3MEC : Received notification of CTCSS change for 224.000 in Newark, Del.

                Sent notice of change to Area Repeater Coordination Council. Sent

revised coordination.

 

Alexandria Radio Club : Sent revised coordination for 53.1300-

 

K3RIC : Received Application for Coordination for a narrow-band 2 meter pair in

                Salisbury, Md. Sent Notice of Proposed Coordination to neighboring

                coordination groups.

 

N3JDR : Received Application for Coordination for move of 447.1250- to

Hagerstown, Md. Sent Notice of Proposed Coordination to neighboring

                coordination groups.

 

Kent Island ARC : Received request to change sponsorship to Queen Anneâ€™s

                County RACES for 146.9400- and 448.2250- at Centerville, Md.

 

On Air Status Requests sent to:

147.0300+            KE4JSV                  Luray, Va.



224.2200-             N3HXT                  Winchester, Va.

224.3600-             KE4JSV                  Luray, Va.

923.2500              MACS                    Rockville, Md.

Lnk/Ctrl                W7UH  

Lnk                      W1ZFB

Lnk/Ctrl                Sussex ARA

Lnk                      Somerset ARES

Lnk/Ctrl                Carroll County ARC

Lnk                      N3EJT

Lnk/Ctrl                Md. Mobileers ARC

Ctrl                      N3ITA

Lnk                      Goddard ARC

Ctrl                      Arlington Radio Public Srvc Club

Ctrl                      Aero ARC

Ctrl                      Antietam Radio Assoc

Ctrl                      NIHRAC

Ctrl                      NERA

Ctrl                      Cecil Co. DES

Ctrl                      WA4TSC

Ctrl                      KC3VO

Lnk/Ctrl                BRATS

Lnk/Ctrl                KB8NUF

Lnk/Ctrl                Columbia ARA

 

Coordinations Withdrawn / Cancelled:

923.2500              MACS                                    Rockville, Md.

Lnk                      Somerset ARES



Ctrl                      N3ITA

Lnk                      W1ZFB

Ctrl                      Cecil Co. DES

Ctrl                      Columbia ARA

Ctrl                      Arlington Radio Public Srvc Club

Ctrl                      NERA

Lnk                      BRATS

Other:

Western Pa. Repeater Council Notice of Proposed Coordinations:

                1 : 6 meters

                4 : 2 Meters

                2 -- 440

T-MARC

The Mid-Atlantic Repeater Council

www.tmarc.org

                                                      Aerial Archives
2004 – WA3SWA wins 20 Days/20 Nights Contest

              FCC proposes new band plans

2009 –  ND3D wins 20Days/20 Nights Contest

              CB SWR Meter Use for VHF?

http://www.tmarc.org/


 

         SKY Events for March 2014

Mar 1st - New Moon.

Mar 8th -  First Quarter Moon.

Mar 9th- DST begin, it end on 11/2/14.

Mar 14th -  Albert Einstein born 1879;  Mercury Greatest Western 
elongation 27.6°.

Mar 16th  - Full Moon . “Moon of Winds” for the Celtic and the “Full 

Worm Moon ” Traditional Full Moon Names

Mar 18th- Spica is 1.7° S of the Moon at 16:38 EDT and Mars is 3.2° N 
of the Moon at 23:14 EDT.

Mar 20th- Vernal Equinox 12:57 EDT (16:57UT); Saturn is 0.2° N of 
the Moon 23:00 EDT. 

Mar 22nd- Venus at Greatest Western elongation 46.6° and Mercury  is 
in conjunction w Neptune 1.3° at 16:38 EDT.

Mar 24th -  Last Quarter Moon

Mar 27th – Venus 3.6° S of Moon at 05:52 EDT.

Mar 30st - New Moon, 2nd New Moon of a month is called the “Black 
Moon”.

Planet Lookout at mid-Month

Sunrise 07:17 EDT and Sunset 19:13 EDT

Mercury in the Morning Sky, magnitude +0.2; 7.1 arc seconds.

Venus in the East at sunrise  magnitude -4.4 and 27.1 arc seconds.

Mars  Rises by 21:30 EST, magnitude +-0.1 and 10.1 arc seconds wide.

Jupiter  Set about 03:30,   magnitude -2.3 size 40.5 arc seconds.

Saturn   Rises before midnight.  Magnitude +0.3 size 18 arc seconds.

Uranus In the West sets by 20:30 EDT.  Magnitude +5.9 size 3.4 arc 
seconds.

Neptune In the glare of the Sun.

  Mars makes a comeback and the next frontier! 

The name of March comes from ancient Rome, when March was the 
first month of the year and named Martius after Mars or Ares, the 

Greek god of war.  In Rome, where the climate is Mediterranean, March 
was the first month of spring, a logical point for the beginning of the 
year as well as the start of the military campaign season.  

 March begins the start of several months of good Mars observations.  
This 4 rock from the Sun makes its closest appearance to Earth on April 
8at .618 AU or 57.4 million miles and will appear to be 15” arc seconds 
in diameter with a brightness of -1.5.  Mars and the planet Earth make 
close approaches every 26 months.  The next few close approaches will 
be in May 2016 at .50 AU size 19” and Mag. -2.0 and its closest in July 
of 2018 at .385 AU the size of the disk will 24” and Mag. –2.6.  The 
opposition approach o July 27 2018 will be the closest for the next 17 
years till September 2035, when it will be 35.4 million miles from 
Earth, 400,000 miles closer than in 2018.

 To Mars and back.  Plan well and hope for the best.  During the 1960’s 
President Kennedy gave NASA a charge to get to the Moon by the end 
of the decade.  We made it with 5 months to spare.  President Obama 
has directed NASA to land a man on Mars by 2030.  

NASA is estimating that sending astronauts to the Red Planet will likely 
require at least three missions: one to launch the crew and the vehicle 
that will take them to Mars, one to launch the habitat humans will live 
on at the planet's surface, and one to launch the vehicle that will lift off 
from Mars to take the crew home.    

By 2020, engineers must choose a vehicle configuration for the 
mission, including what type of propulsion to use to get to Mars, and 
how many launches are required. By 2025, the design for all the major 
vehicles and technologies must be etched in stone.

Estimates are that it takes 9 months to get to Mars, say a 3 month stay 
and then the 9 month return trip at least 21 months in space.  NASA 
projected that 400 tons of equipment will have to be launched from 
Earth, — a mass roughly equivalent to that of the International Space 
Station.

 And about 40 metric tons of that mass will have to be delivered to the 
surface of Mars at one time. So far, NASA has been able to land only 1 
metric ton at a time — a feat recently accomplished in nail-biting 
fashion when the agency landed the Curiosity rover last summer.

 The crew will have to bring their own life-support systems, medicine, 
food, communications systems and navigation equipment (no Home 
Depots on Mars). The adventurers  will have to take advantage of some 
of the resources on Mars, such as water and oxygen but first we need 
the technology to extract these resources and it doesn’t  currently exist.




